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ABSTRACT

Wearable sensors are revolutionizing healthcare and science
by enabling capture of physiological, psychological, and behavioral measurements in natural environments. However,
these seemingly innocuous measurements can be used to infer potentially private behaviors such as stress, conversation,
smoking, drinking, illicit drug usage, and others. We conducted a study to assess how concerned people are about
disclosure of a variety of behaviors and contexts that are
embedded in wearable sensor data. Our results show participants are most concerned about disclosures of conversation
episodes and stress — inferences that are not yet widely publicized. These concerns are mediated by temporal and physical context associated with the data and the participant’s personal stake in the data. Our results provide key guidance on
the extent to which people understand the potential for harm
and data characteristics researchers should focus on to reduce the perceived harm from such datasets.
Author Keywords
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H.5.2 Information Interfaces and Presentation: User Interfaces—evaluation/methodology, user-centered design; D.2.1
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Experimentation, Measurement, Human Factors
INTRODUCTION

Networked body-worn sensors and those embedded in mobile devices we carry (e.g., smartphones) can collect a variety of measurements about physical and physiological states,
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such as acceleration, respiration, and ECG. By applying sophisticated machine learning algorithms on these data, rich
inferences can be made about the physiological, psychological, and behavioral states and activities of people. Example
inferences include dietary habits, psychosocial stress, addictive behaviors (e.g., drinking), exposures to pollutants, social
context, and movement patterns. These inferences, particularly when made continuously as people go about their daily
lives, have many uses, such as sharing activity and context
information with friends and family [35], self-monitoring
health for behavior change [7], and scientific study of human physiology, psychology, and behavior [2, 10].

New Privacy Concerns and Challenges

While useful, such sensing systems raise significant new privacy concerns. Seemingly innocuous data shared for one
purpose can be used to infer private activities and behaviors
that the individual did not intend to share. For example, inertial sensor data (e.g., accelerometers and gyroscopes) shared
with caregivers for evaluating and improving gait or physical activity levels could also be used to track location and
movement patterns by sophisticated tracking algorithms [12]
that make use of public information such as street maps and
an individual’s work locations. Inertial data may also reveal
sensitive medical conditions, such as seizures [22], that one
may wish to keep private. As another example, respiration
and location data, combined with publicly available pollution maps, could be shared to measure an individual’s exposure to air pollution, where respiration measurements are
used to estimate the amount of air inhaled. However, this
same data can also reveal the timing and duration of conversations [25] or even smoking [2]. In some cases, inferences
from sensory data (e.g., public speaking inferred by fusing
prolonged speaking episode and elevated stress) combined
with other public information (e.g., department and university) can also re-identify an individual.
Privacy research has traditionally dealt with reidentification
from quasi-identifiers [32], search histories [3], movie ratings [27], and social networks [28]. Some work exists on
understanding the privacy concerns emerging from sensory
data, such as location traces [16], but little work has investigated the new privacy concerns that emerge from the disclosure of measurements collected by wearable sensors.

While the privacy risks emerging from sharing data collected
by personal sensors are poorly understood, their adoption
is growing rapidly. One example of such a system is AutoSense, an experimental, unobtrusive wearable sensor suite
capable of capturing physiological data and using it to infer the wearer’s behavior and psychological state in realtime [2]. It can be worn for weeks at a time and is thus
capable of collecting significant amounts of personal data
from the mobile environment of its wearer. To date, AutoSense has been used by 60+ participants in behavioral science field studies totalling 1,000+ hours, where it collected
ECG, respiration, accelerometer, temperature, and skin conductance data; and from this data made continuous inferences of physical activity, posture, stress, conversation, and
commuting. This rich and unique dataset, however, can not
be readily shared with other researchers out of fear of similar unknown threats to privacy. This is because seemingly
innocuous personal datasetes have previously been shared,
only to learn later of hidden privacy threats within them [27,
13]. We note that commercially available commodity devices capture similar information [1, 36]. To see continued
growth and adoption of such devices, the privacy challenges
associated with them must be addressed.
Contributions

Via a user study, we study the privacy concerns associated
with the disclosure of data collected by wearable sensors
in the mobile environment. We first develop a conceptual
framework for examining the privacy issues associated with
the disclosure of continuously-collected physiological, psychological, and behavioral data. Next, we create a new privacy survey to assess how concerns about privacy threats
change as various behaviors and contexts are restricted and
abstracted. Lastly, to analyze how concern level changes as
the respondents’ stake in the data is increased [24], we administered the survey to two groups. The first group, Group
N S (N = 36), completed the survey and had no personal
stake in the data described. The second group, Group S
(N = 30), was composed of participants in an AutoSense
field study who had direct personal exposure to the collection of sensitive datasets. They wore the AutoSense system
for 3 days. Group S completed the privacy survey twice,
after the 3 day collection period, and again after they were
visually presented with behavioral and contextual inferences
derived from their data (e.g., periods of stress, conversation,
commuting, etc.) to further increase their personal exposure
to and overall stake in their data.
We analyze the data from three perspectives. First, we assess how disclosure of different behaviors and contexts affect participant concern levels as their stake is increased in
the data. Second, we evaluate the impact of applying various
restrictions and abstractions on concern level. Third, we assess the impact of reidentification on the concern level as the
role of the data consumer (i.e., whom the data is disclosed
to) is varied from the research team to the general public.
Key Results. We find that participants are most concerned
about release of conversation and commuting behavior, and
release of stress, a psychological state. However, those with

low or no personal stake in the data did not indicate nearly as
strong concerns, implying that a person needs to have a personal connection to the data to understand the implications
to his/her privacy. Restricting or abstracting the disclosure of temporal context (e.g., releasing duration in place of
timestamps) had a significant effect on reducing privacy concerns for a variety of contexts and behaviors. Lastly, the risk
of reidentification doubled concerns regarding disclosure of
the data; the effect was largest for disclosure to the general
public. Our results call for deeper investigation into the new
privacy issues emerging in the domain of personal sensing.
RELATED WORK

Understanding and Awareness of Privacy Risks: Several
well-publicized privacy breaches have contributed significantly to awareness of privacy risks [32, 3, 27, 28]. This
awareness has led to studies that seek to understand the privacy concerns of users when sharing personal data, such
as location [24, 33, 8, 4, 35, 5], calendars [31], and more
generally sharing over online social networks [34]. However, these studies deal with sharing information whose privacy implications are already understood by most individuals (e.g. sensory information such as location and nonsensory information such as calendars). Their insights do
not necessarily apply to the rich set of sensors in wearable
devices and mobile phones that enable non-obvious inferences about users’ behaviors and activities.
Some recent papers have examined awareness of non-obvious
privacy threats from personal sensing applications and WiFi
data. Using the Personal Audio Loop, Iachello et al examined privacy concerns regarding audio capture of conversation [15]. However, they focus on the privacy concerns of
secondary stakeholders and third parties, who may be inadvertently recorded by the system. Our work focuses on the
concerns of the primary user whose conversation episodes
may be inferred without any recording of the audio, i.e.,
from an innocuous respiration sensor. Klasnja et al [17] investigate privacy concerns by interviewing participants using a physical fitness system. Concerns were evaluated for
activity, GPS, and audio data. Our work is complementary,
in that it studies concerns for physiological sensors and the
psychological and behavioral inferences made from them.
Klasnja et al [18] and Consolvo et al [6] investigate privacy
problems associated with daily WiFi use. This work employs similar methods to assess privacy concerns, i.e., we
also show participants their own potentially-sensitive data
and then assess how exposure to the data changes awareness
and concerns. However, we apply it to expose concerns associated with the use of innocuous physiological sensors.
To our knowledge, we are the first to highlight privacy concerns associated with behavioral and affective inferences that
can be made from seemingly innocuous physiological data
(e.g., ECG and respiration). Historically, these sensors have
not been viewed as sources of privacy threats. We also identify disclosure of psychological state (e.g., stress) as concerning to users.
Maintaining Privacy: Increased awareness of privacy risks

has led to anonymization techniques [32, 23, 21] that seek to
thwart reidentification attacks on personal data from which
explicit identifiers have been removed. Reidentification attacks exploit quasi-identifiers such as age, zip code, etc.,
which cannot be entirely suppressed due to their utility to the
end-user, but can reveal identity when combined with background information. Current techniques, mostly explored
in context of relational data, aim to preserve an individual’s
identity in a population. They combat reidentification with
techniques such as suppression , perturbation , and generalization . While analogous techniques have utility for sensor time series data [11, 26], anonymizing sensory information is often harder and different because sensor data (i) may
be both sensitive and quasi-identifying, making it harder to
achieve privacy without affecting utility, and (ii) may need to
be shared with identity (e.g., with caregivers). Thus, existing
anonymization techniques alone cannot be used to protect
individuals sharing personal sensor data. New approaches
are needed to preserve behavioral privacy when identity cannot be removed from the dataset.
Figure 1. A conceptual framework for reasoning about privacy issues
in sharing personal sensory data.

REASONING ABOUT PERSONAL SENSING PRIVACY

This section describes a conceptual framework for examining the privacy issues associated with physiological, psychological, and behavioral data captured by personal sensors (see Figure 1). Our framework is primarily concerned
with what [30] calls the disclosure boundary, i.e., where privacy and publicity are in tension. We focus specifically on
the choices data producers can make that displace this disclosure boundary for personal sensory data. In addition, the
threats highlighted by our framework touch upon the identity
boundary, and how unintended disclosure of an individual’s
behavior may change how others view the individual.
Our framework is composed of six elements: measurements,
behaviors, contexts, restrictions, abstractions, and privacy
threats. Data producers capture measurements with sensors,
which can then be processed to infer behaviors and contexts.
To control access to the data, data producers can put restrictions in place that prevent sharing of specified measurements
and/or behaviors and contexts derived from them. To control
the level of detail in the shared data, abstractions can be applied to unrestricted measurements, behaviors, and contexts.
The set of disclosed behaviors and contexts, and the level of
abstraction applied to each, ultimately decide the types and
significance of the resulting privacy threats.
We motivate each element of the framework using a fictional
AutoSense study participant, Jane Doe. Jane is participating
in a study to examine physiological, psychological, and behavioral factors associated with stress. Jane is nearing the
end of the third of seven consecutive days wearing the AutoSense system. She had a stressful day at work, so she decided to run home for exercise and stress relief. Her husband, John Doe, met her in the middle of the run, and they
completed the run together. Jane has a medical condition
that causes ocassional seizures, and after the run, Jane experienced a seizure. AutoSense recorded the following information about Jane’s run, among others:

• Jane put on the sensors on September 21 at 8:00am.
• Additional processing of the accelerometer data indicated
Jane was running September 21, from 5:33pm to 6:07pm,
and she experienced a seizure from 6:15pm to 6:25pm.
• GPS data indicates the run started at 185 N Industry
Street in Phoenix, AZ and ended at 1359 W Suburbs
Street in Phoenix, AZ. The route taken was also recorded.
• Jane was angry and stressed from 5:25pm to 5:51pm.
She was relaxed from 5:51pm until the start of her seizure
at 6:15pm. She was terrified from the start of her seizure
at 6:15pm until she removed the sensors at 6:30pm.
• Starting at 5:28pm, another mobile phone with the Bluetooth ID ”‘JohnDoe”’ entered her phone’s proximity and
remained there until Jane removed the sensors at 6:30pm.
Measurements, Behaviors, and Contexts

Measurements are the raw data captured by wearable sensors, such as ECG, respiration, and accelerometer. Behaviors are actions taken or experienced by the data producer,
and are inferred from measurements. In Jane’s case, both
the running episode and the seizure could be inferred from
her accelerometer measurements. Jane was aware of the system’s ability to detect running because it was mentioned in
the study’s informed consent document. However, the document did not mention that accelerometer data could also
capture the motion signature of her seizure. The study designers anticipated behaviors that are not of interest might
be captured by the sensors, but they did not anticipate that
seizures, a sensitive medical condition, could be captured.
Other similar accidental captures of private behavior are possible. For example, heart rate and respiration, measurements
used to infer stress level could also be used to infer cocaine, heroin, and other illicit drug use, all of which affect these measurements in extreme ways. Smoking, alcohol
consumption, conversation, and commuting can also be cap-

tured. The list of behaviors that can be inferred from sensory
data is growing rapidly.
Paraphrasing [9], we define context as any information that
can be used to characterize the situation of a behavior. As
with behaviors, contexts are explicitly stored in, or inferred
from, measurements. The example contains four types of
contexts which are representative of the capabilities of today’s personal sensing systems: temporal, physical, psychological, and social.
Temporal contexts describe characteristics related to the timing of a behavior, such as the exact start time of a behavioral
episode. In the example, the temporal properties include the
start and end timestamps of Jane’s run, seizure, emotional
states, and time with her husband. Physical contexts describe the physical environment in which a behavior occurs,
such as location and objects at a location. In the example, the
addresses of the start and endpoint of the run, and the route
taken between them, define these properties. Psychological
contexts describe the psychological state of the user during
the behavior. In the example, Jane experienced four psychological states: angry, stressed, and relaxed while running and
terrified during the seizure. There is a wide gamut of emotions a person can experience, all of which fall under this
category [20]. Social contexts describe the social environment in which a behavior occurs, and could include who the
user was with when the behavior occurred and whether the
user was interacting with that person. In the example, Jane’s
social context was initially empty. Later, her husband John
entered the social context. Note that contexts cannot only be
associated with behaviors but also with other contexts. This
is demonstrated in the association of timestamps (temporal),
with Jane’s locations (physical), emotions (psychological),
and the presence of her husband (social).
Privacy Threats

Privacy threats are the risks or harms that could come to
the data producer if the his or her identity is associated with
the data. If identity were removed from the dataset, the number of threats to the data producer decreases. Unfortunately,
maintaining identity privacy is not always feasible with sensory datasets for two reasons. First, identity is sometimes
needed to retain the utility of these datasets. A caregiver
could develop a personalized treatment for a patient from
his/her dataset, but would not know who to give the treatment to without the patient’s identity. Second, identity is
often intertwined with useful information that the data producer would like to share. In Jane’s case, reidentification
is possible from the GPS data [19] or from the presence of
John’s identity in the dataset.
Once a dataset is re-identified, there are three types of threats
that could emerge: financial, psychological, and physical.
Financial threats are threats that lead to loss of assets or
property. It includes professional threats, such as the loss
of a job or damage to one’s business reputation. Psychological threats affect the data producer’s emotions. Such
threats include embarrasment due to demasking of white lies
or demasking of emotion regulation, deterioration in social

or family relationships, and development of pathological psychological conditions. Physical threats are threats to personal safety that may result in physical harm to the data producer. To reduce the probability of these threats when identity privacy cannot be maintained, we must maintain behavior and context privacy using restrictions and abstractions.
Restrictions and Abstractions

Restrictions remove data from a dataset before it is shared
to reduce the potential privacy threats in the data. Measurements, behaviors, and contexts can all be restricted. For example, to prevent her husband’s identity from identifying her
own, Jane could restrict access to her bluetooth data. Additionally, to make it difficult to infer the seizure, Jane could
restrict access to accelerometer data. Note, however, that
this would also prevent the AutoSense team from accessing
Jane’s physical activity data, an important factor in moderating stress that may be of scientific interest.
Restricting all measurements, behaviors, and contexts would
effectively empty the dataset, making it useless. On the other
hand, sharing all the data is not desirable either. Abstractions provide a middle ground. They operate on measurements, behaviors, and contexts to reduce the extent of the
exposure in the dataset. Abstraction operators include suppression[32], substitution[26], and transformation[29].
Jane’s privacy could be better protected using several abstractions. John’s presence during Jane’s run and seizure
(social context) could be abstracted into “family member
present.” Jane’s terrified state during the seizure (psychological context) could be abstracted into a less specific emotion
such as “stressed.” This would not remove the seizure from
the dataset, but would make it more difficult for an adversary
to search for unusual emotional events like the seizure.
The examples above imply that one can mitigate the threats
associated with a deanomymized dataset by restricting or abstracting behaviors and contexts. Stated mathemetically, the
probability of a set of threats T̄ is P (T̄ ) = f (R̄, Ā, M̄ ),
where M̄ is the set of measurements, and R̄ and Ā are sets
of restrictions and abstractions, respectively, applied to M̄ or
behaviors B̄ and contexts C̄ inferred from M̄ . Next, we describe a study that assesses how real people perceive P (T̄ )
under various combinations of C̄, B̄, R̄, and Ā.
STUDY DESIGN

To study the privacy concerns associated with the disclosure
of measurements collected by wearable sensors in the mobile environment, we designed a user study with three goals.
Goal 1: Assess the privacy concerns of real people regarding
disclosure of continuously-collected physiological, behavioral, and psychological data. We also assess the change in
concern levels as personal stake in the data is increased [24].
Goal 2: Use the proposed privacy framework and examine
how restrictions and abstractions applied to various behaviors and contexts change concern levels.

Goal 3: Assess how reidentification of the data producer
affects concern levels as the type of data consumer is varied.

questionnaire followed by the privacy questionnaire. They
were then paid $2 for participation.

Participants

Group S

66 participants were recruited from the student population
at a 20,000+ student university in the United States. Participants were recruited using flyers and word-of-mouth. Participants volunteered to join one of two groups, a group with
no personal stake in the data (Group N S) or a group with
a personal stake (Group S) in the data. Table 1 summarizes
the demographic characteristics of the groups.

Participants in Group S first provided informed consent. As
part of the informed consent process, Group S was informed
about the data collected by the AutoSense sensors. After
consent was given, they completed the demographics questionnaire. Then the field protocol was explained to the participant. After explaining the protocol, the study coordinator
demonstrated how to put on the sensors and then assisted
participants in putting them on if necessary. The study coordinator verified the sensors were working properly by visually examining the streaming sensor data using an oscilloscope program. Once the sensors were verified as working,
the participant was sent into the field.

NS
S

N
36
30

Males
56%
53%

Age±Std
25 ± 4
23 ± 4

AP
22%
23%

B
22%
33%

W
53%
40%

O
3%
3%

Table 1. Group NS and S Demographics: AP=Asian/Pacific Islander,
B=Black - Non Hispanic, W=White - Non Hispanic, O=Other

To capture the concerns of people with a personal stake in
such data, we integrated this study into an existing study
whose participants wore the AutoSense system for three consecutive days (Group S). The existing study examined the
use of micro-incentives for scientific data collection and the
effect of interruptions on user stress level. The data on microincentives and interruptions is outside the scope of this article and will be reported separately.
Procedure

For three days, Group S participants (N = 30) collected
physiological, behavioral, and psychological data using the
AutoSense sensor system as they went about their normal
everyday life. At the end of the three-day period, Group
S participants completed a privacy questionnaire assessing
their concern regarding disclosure of selected behaviors and
contexts with various restrictions and abstractions applied.
Next, they reviewed graphs depicting the various behavioral
and contextual inferences that were derived from their data
(e.g., periods of stress, conversation, commuting, etc.) to
further increase their personal exposure to and overall stake
in their data. Finally, they completed the privacy questionnaire again. This within-subjects, repeated measures design
allowed assessment of Group S concern level (Goals 1 and
2) at both a low (pre-review) and high (post-review) level
of personal stake in the data (Goal 1). To distinguish between these two levels, the rest of this article refers to Group
S before the review as Group S-P re and Group S after the
review as Group S-P ost.

Participants wore the AutoSense sensors for 3 consecutive
days during their awake hours. They were instructed to take
the system off at night and put it back on in the morning. Participants also carried the AutoSense mobile phone (Android
G1). Periodically, the phone would ask participants to complete questionnaires. Participants earned micro-incentives
(between $0.02 and $0.11) for each question they completed.
On the last morning of the study, the participant returned to
the lab where he/she completed the privacy questionnaire.
After the questionnaire, the participant reviewed graphs depicting the data he/she collected over the 3 days (described
below), and then completed the questionnaire again. Lastly,
participants were debriefed to collect subjective comments
about their data and any concerns they had about it.
Data Review Session

Group N S participants (N = 36) had no exposure to continuous physiological, behavioral, and psychological data collection. They did not wear AutoSense and did not review any
data collected by it. They only completed the same privacy
questionnaire as Group S. This allowed a between-subjects
comparison of concern levels between participants with no
personal stake in the data, Group N S, and participants with
a personal stake in the data, Group S (Goal 1).

We developed the Aha visualization system for reviewing
data collected by the AutoSense system from natural environments. Aha is designed to help participants examine their
daily behaviors and contexts at low, medium, and high levels of abstraction. Aha incorporates four visualizations. The
Day at a Glance visualization depicts an overview of behaviors performed by individuals in their daily life. For example, the visualization presents the fraction of time (temporal
context, high abstraction) spent commuting or in conversation. Psychological context is also depicted here as durations
of stress in a day (Figure 3). The Stress at a Glance visualization depicts the fraction of time (temporal, high) participants are stressed (psychological, medium) during behaviors such as commuting or walking. The Stress at Places
visualization depicts the fraction of time (temporal, high) at
places, such as home and work (physical, high), when participants are stressed (psychological, medium). Lastly, the
Daily Timeline (Figure 4) visualization plots behaviors on a
detailed timeline (temporal, low). An analysis of 100 hours
of AutoSense data found that the visualizations in Aha were
approximately 80.16% accurate. Group S participants reviewed the data they collected using Aha for 10-15 minutes.

Group N S

Privacy Questionnaire

Participants in Group N S first provided informed consent.
After consent was given, they completed the demographics

The privacy questionnaire asks participants to rate their level
of concern regarding disclosure of various combinations of

Figure 2. Procedure for Groups N S (top) and S (bottom)

Figure 3. Fraction of monitoring period participant was stressed

participant understand the question. The last question for all
behaviors, stress, and place asked participants to write in an
explanation for ratings of at least moderately concerned. The
choice of behaviors, contexts, and abstractions in the questionnaire was driven by 1) the capabilities of AutoSense and
Aha, and 2) limiting the number of questions on the survey
to approximately 50. The latter requirement was particularly
important given the already high burden placed on Group S
participants, who filled out the privacy questionnaire after 3
days of wearing sensors and answering field questionnaires.
Section 7 asks participants what information about their daily
life they are particularly concerned about sharing. Sections
8 and 9 assess how concerned the participant would be if the
data were shared, with or without identity, with the study
coordinators, other study participants, other scientists and
researchers, and the general public (Goal 3).
RESULTS

Figure 4. Daily Timeline of a participant monitored by AutoSense

behaviors, contexts, and levels of abstraction1 (Goal 2). Concern is rated on a five-point scale: Not concerned (0), A little concerned (1), Moderately concerned (2), Concerned (3),
and Extremely Concerned (4). The questionnaire consists
of 9 sections. Sections 1 through 6 ask participants to rate
their concern level for disclosure of places, smoking, stress,
conversations, commuting, and exercise habits, all of which
were depicted in the Aha visualizations. However, all participants reported they did not smoke, so the smoking section
was automatically skipped by the questionnaire software.
Within each section, the participant is asked to rate the section’s behavior or context if it were released with no context, temporal context, physical context, and both temporal and physical context simultaneously. The abstractions of
temporal context on the questionnaire are timestamp, duration, and frequency. Physical context is assessed at one level
of abstraction, place. Questions that ask about both temporal and physical context simultaneously ask about place and
timestamp and place and duration. With each question, an
example scenario of the disclosure is provided to help the
1

Available for download at [10]

We analyzed participant data with respect to the three goals
of the study as discussed in the preceding section. We now
discuss the results and their interpretation from comments
provided by the participants during debriefing. Unless otherwise noted, two-tailed t-tests were used to test for significant
differences (p < 0.05). In comparisons between Groups N S
and S-P re (different populations), unequal variances were
assumed. In comparisons between Groups S-P re and SP ost (same population), a paired t-test was used. ShapiroWilk tests confirmed the normality of the data. Where space
allows, p-values are reported with the means and standard
deviations of the corresponding distributions.
Goal 1: Concern Levels and Personal Stake

To analyze participant concerns and the effect of personal
stake on those concerns, per-participant averages of concern were calculated for conversation, commuting, exercise,
stress, and places for all three groups. Figure 5 depicts these
summary measures for all three groups.
Group N S and Group S-P re provided similar concern ratings for exercise and place, and no significant differences
were found between their distributions. However, there was
a trend toward significance for commuting (p = 0.08, N S =
1.3 ± 0.1, S-P re = 1.9 ± 0.3) and conversation (p = 0.09,
N S = 1.2 ± 0.1, S-P re = 1.4 ± 0.2).
Group S-P ost had higher concern ratings than Group SP re. In particular, conversation for S-P ost was significantly higher (p = 0.01, S-P re = 1.4 ± 0.2, S-P ost =

2.1±0.2), and similar trends toward significance were found
for exercise (p = 0.0978, S-P re = 0.968 ± 0.1, S-P ost =
1.0 ± 0.5), commuting (p = 0.07, S-P re = 1.9 ± 0.3, SP ost = 2.4±0.3), and stress (p = 0.06, S-P re = 1.8±0.4,
S-P ost = 2.6 ± 0.3). Furthermore, across Group S-P ost,
20% of stress questions were rated at “Concerned”(3) or
“Extremely Concerned”(4), 15% for commuting, 12% for
conversation, and 8% for exercise. Disclosure of place did
not see a significant increase in concern from pre- to postreview (similar to that observed in [4] upon suitable scaling).
Taken together, the results for Groups N S, S-P re, and SP ost indicate increasing personal stake in the data helps
people better estimate their concerns regarding the disclosure of behaviors and contexts. The highest level of concerns emerged for exercise, conversation, commuting, and
stress after participants observed visual depictions of their
data. Surprisingly, only 10-15 minutes of data observation
was needed for these differences to emerge.
To better understand the rationale for participants’ concern
ratings, we examined their free-form survey responses and
debriefing comments. Two participants indicated their concern regarding commuting stemmed from an overall concern
about being watched: “I am uncomfortable with someone
watching over me that closely.” Two other participants expressed similar concerns: “It would be strange knowing that
a person knew exactly where I was going to be, and when, at
all times of the day. I wouldn’t feel like I had any privacy.”
Although the survey did not have any questions about social
context, some participants said they were concerned about
revealing social context with conversation: “I don’t like people to know whom I talked to at all...as i feel it’s none of their
business.” Another participant said, “I do not want to share
even when I talk because people may find out with whom if
it is marked with time, which can be private.” This participant felt that adding time to conversation data may provide
enough information to reveal who he talks to.
Participant concerns about stress appear to stem from a fear
of having one’s inner thoughts revealed. One participant
said, “I have this level of concern because whenever I am
stressed out, I am around my mother.” The comment implies
the participant does not want to reveal to her mother that
she is a source of stress. Another participant said: ’‘I feel
my stress data if revealed can be a professional issue as am
generally hot headed.” People expect psychological states
and inner thoughts to be private. Psychological monitoring
technologies threaten this expectation.
Although concerns about exercise were low, participants commented that they did not want their exercise habits revealed.
One participant explained: “I guess I’m a bit self-conscious
over how little I exercise; I’d hate to have that broadcast.”
Goal 2: Impact of Applying Restrictions & Abstractions

Figure 6 breaks down the effect of selected restrictions and
abstractions on individual behaviors and contexts. Table 2
highlights the effect of restricting or abstracting temporal

Figure 5. Groups N S and S concerns with respect to selected behaviors
and contexts. The height of the bars represents the mean concern level,
and the error bars depict ± one standard deviation from the mean.

Figure 6. Changes in participant concerns due to temporal contexts

context. Generally speaking, adding temporal context to behaviors and other contexts increased concern level, with each
decreasing level of temporal abstraction leading to a corresponding increase in level of concern. More often, adding
timestamps induced a significant change in concern as compared to adding duration. Participants were most concerned
about others knowing the exact moments they experience
stress. Adding duration to stress events did not increase concern significantly, but adding timestamp increased concern
by approximately 50%.
Participants were most concerned about sharing physical and
temporal context together. There was a trend of increasing
concern for place and timestamp, with the lowest concern
for just sharing the behavior or context, the next level of
concern for reporting the place or time of the behavior or
context, and the highest level of concern for reporting both
the place and time of the behavior or context. Across Group
S-P ost, 9% of behavior-only concerns were rated at “Concerned”(3) or “Extremely Concerned”(4), 11% for behavior
with place, 20% for behavior with timestamp, and 26% for
behavior with both timestamp and place. Adding both place
and time simultaneously increased concerns significantly for
conversation, commuting, and stress. Indeed, one participant
explicitly expressed a concern about stress, time, and place:
“I’d be concerned with people being able to tie the ‘whens’
of my being stressed with the ‘wheres.’ I’d rather people
not know that I felt stressed at my particular job or when at
my house, because they wouldn’t have the whole picture.”
Exercise, however, did not exhibit a significant change from
adding timestamp or place alone. Participants are likely less
concerned about exercise episodes, since exercising is a positive behavior which they may be proud to share with others.
Lower concerns for sharing place alone is consistent with
the growing use and acceptability of location sharing sys-

Behavior/Context
B/C + Place

Exercise
0.02∗∗ , ns
0.008∗∗ , 0.08∗

Conversation
ns, 0.06∗
ns, 0.016∗∗

Commuting
ns, 0.012∗∗
ns, 0.062∗

Stress
ns, 0.06∗
ns, 0.002∗∗

Table 2. Effect of adding duration and timestamp to behaviors and other contexts (Group S-P ost). Each cell is the result of a paired t-test comparing
the particular row-column pair with that same pair, but with duration or timestamp added. The result for duration is the first value in each cell, and
the second value is the result for timestamp. (ns = not significant, ∗ = trend toward significance, ∗∗ = significant)

thermore, identity has a similar effect for release to fellow
study participants or other researchers.
IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Awareness of Threats

Figure 7. Change in participant concerns with respect to disclosure to
different groups of people with and without identity (Group S-P ost).

tems and what has been observed in other studies [4].
Goal 3: Role of Data Recipient

Participants rated their concern with respect to sharing identified and anonymous data with 4 groups: our research team,
other study participants, other scientists and researchers, and
the general public. Figure 7 summarizes participant responses.
Adding identity to the dataset significantly increased participant concerns for all groups except our research team
(Fellow Participants: p=0.02, N oId = 0.7 ± 0.2, Id =
1.5 ± 0.1, Other Researchers: p=2E-4, N oId = 0.5 ± 0.3,
Id = 1.5±0.2, General Public: p= 4E-5, N oId = 1.4±0.3,
Id = 3.1 ± 0.4). 10% of participants rated releasing data to
the general public without identity at “Concerned” or “Extremely Concerned.” This increased to 70% after adding
identity. Releasing the data to members of our research team
with identity increased concerns, but not significantly.
There was a significant increase in concern from releasing
identified data to other researchers to releasing identified
data to the general public (p=0.001, OtherResearchers =
1.5 ± 0.2, P ublic = 3.1 ± 0.4). Note that releasing identity
to the general public more than doubles concerns to 3.1, the
highest average concern level reported on the privacy survey. A trend toward significance was found between releasing identified data to members of our research team and releasing identified data to other study participants (p=0.06,
OurT eam = 0.8 ± 0.3, OtherP articipants = 1.5 ±
0.1). Releasing identified data to study participants and to
other researchers generated approximately the same level
of concern. For anonymous data, increase in concern rating trended toward significance only when the recipient was
changed from other researchers to the general public (0.06,
OtherResearchers = 0.5 ± 0.3, P ublic = 1.4 ± 0.3).
The results indicate disclosure of any data to the general public is of significant concern to participants. When identity is
added to the dataset, this concern more than doubles. Fur-

The results highlight an overall lack of awareness of the actual information contained in personal sensing datasets and
the privacy threats associated with them. Participants who
had little or no personal stake in the data, representative of
most of the population today, did not appear to understand
the sensitive nature of the data.
Interestingly, concerns regarding place did not change after
the review session. One interpretation is that participants
were already aware of the potential threats associated with
sharing place, due to the growing use of location-based services and media coverage of the issues associated with them.
Reducing Threats

The results imply the components of the proposed framework – behaviors, contexts, restrictions, and abstractions –
can be manipulated to mitigate perceived threats in a dataset.
Avoiding combinations of temporal and spatial context significantly reduced concerns about the dataset. Likewise, the
results suggest one should be extremely careful with revealing psychological states, as indicated by the high concern regarding stress. Abstractions also clearly play a role in defining the threats in the data. Timestamps generally raised concerns significantly when combined with other contexts and
behaviors. Increasing the level of abstraction (e.g., releasing
duration instead) decreased these concerns.
Ultimately, the choice of which behaviors and contexts to
release, and how they should be abstracted, cannot be decided purely based on the threats created by those choices.
Increasing abstraction may reduce the threats in the data, but
it also reduces the utility of the data. For example, a scientist cannot study daily variations in stress if only the durations of stress events are revealed. Likewise, a caregiver
cannot study a patient’s gait if the patient’s accelerometer
data is abstracted into “moving” and “not moving” states.
Clearly, manipulations of restrictions and abstractions need
to be tailored for both the data contributor and consumer.
Only by customizing privacy transformations can the privacy
requirements of the data producer and the information quality requirements of the data consumer be met. This same
observation inspired Iachello and Abowd’s [14] complementary privacy framework, which aims to balance the utility
of a UbiComp application with its burden on privacy. Personal sensing application developers can use our framework
and study results within Iachello and Abowd’s to evaluate

The results of the study imply psychological context requires
the most attention from the privacy and broader HCI community. Ratings indicated participants were more concerned
about episodes of stress being revealed than any other behavior or context. The section on stress in the privacy questionnaire garnered more written comments than any other
section, both pre- and post-review.

munity should examine disclosure of psychological context
more closely. This paper did not assess participant concerns
for combinations of psychological context with other behaviors, nor did it assess multiple abstractions of psychological
context. Furthermore, it only assessed concerns for stress,
which is not as specific as releasing specific emotions. In
addition, the community could examine social context’s effect on a dataset. Threats from social context are different
than the others assessed here because they affect not only
the user wearing the sensors, but also potentially any person
interacting with the user.

Psychological states like stress are different from behaviors
and other contexts because they cannot be observed with the
naked eye. Thus, psychological states are private by default,
and remain private unless they are revealed. Personal sensing technologies that assess psychological states change this
fundamental expectation. They enable mind-reading, a significant concern highlighted by participant comments.

Lastly, this study only examined privacy concerns from the
perspective of data producers. The community should also
examine how data consumers perceive privacy issues and
what aspects of the data make it useful. Such a study would
provide a better understanding of how to tradeoff behavior
privacy and utility for physiological, psychological, and behavioral data collected by personal sensors.

However, such information can be useful, especially in the
context of studying and treating psychological disorders (e.g.,
addiction and social anxiety). Methods to mitigate the harms
associated with psychological context while still preserving
their utility should be developed to address these concerns.
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